The burnt paddock following the 2015 Sampson Flat bushfire

Native pastures transform depleted
paddock
Site preparation pays off for Adelaide Hills horse owner Janine Randell
The establishment of native pastures can offer
benefits in providing a preferable nutritional source
for horses when compared to exotic counterparts.
Many horses experience issues with weight gain and
laminitis – conditions which may be linked to a diet
high in non-structural carbohydrates, like fructose and
glucose, which are found in many exotic grass species.
For Adelaide Hills horse owner, Janine Randell, the
benefits of establishing native grasses on her
property were two-fold.
A paddock which sits on the eastern side of a hill at
Janine’s property on Rake Road at Kersbrook, northeast of Adelaide, needed major restoration work.
The site had been badly burnt in the 2015 Sampson
Flat bushfire that swept through. Heavy grazing of
regrowth resulted in erosion. Only low levels of top
soil remained.
Janine was keen to take control of the situation.
In order to promote horse health and restore the

land, Janine recognised the importance of creating
biodiverse pastures using Australian native grasses.
After participating in a series of workshops facilitated
by the Upper River Torrens Landcare Group Inc
(URTLG), Janine volunteered the paddock, which she
described as a particularly “difficult” site, and
preparation work began in May 2016.

Janine’s challenges
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Severe bushfire damage
Soil erosion and low level of topsoil
Overgrazing
Site positioning on steep slope
High level of soil compaction
Prevalence of pasture weeds
Horses with equine laminitis and weight gain
Lack of knowledge or understanding of options to
address the above
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The paddock before with predominantly Guildford grass and broadleaf weeds.

The key to establishing a native grass
pasture

The Upper River Torrens Landcare Group Inc engaged
Andy Cole, Land Management Advisory Service, to
develop a Restoration Plan for Janine to work with.
Site preparation is a vital component in the
establishment of native grasses and as a first step, in
July 2016 Janine’s husband, Scott, sprayed the
paddock using a Metsulphuron herbicide in order to
tackle a large amount of Guildford grass that was
present.
In early September 2016, the site was then sprayed
with knock-down herbicide glyphosate. Any
remaining or newly sprouting weeds were resprayed
in May 2017 and Janine then cultivated the trial site
with a small cultivator to crumble the soil surface prior
to seeding.
“I basically had to do a lot of spraying to combat the
weed issues before I could plant the native pasture
mix, the paddock was in such a poor state,” Janine
said.
“After the fire, our paddocks were left 100 per cent
burnt, which was pretty devastating. After that a lot
of weeds appeared from the seedbank that we’d
never seen before.
“If I could give one piece of advice to others, it
would be to really get rid of any weeds before you
start as this will enable better native grass
establishment through decreased competition.”

Seeding method

A mix of native grass seed (Native Seeds Pty. Ltd.
Gallop © Southern Horse pasture blend) – including
Wheatgrass, Wallaby grass, Windmill grass and Red
grass – was hand cast at the trial site at the end of
May 2017 with 200 grams of seed sown every 100
square metres (20kg/Ha).
Janine and her father measured and divided the site
into sections using spray paint and string line and
divided the seed into 100-gram bags. At the end of
the seeding event, Scott used a mesh wire guard
attached to his tractor to cover the seed at an
approximate depth of 5mm.
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The paddock after native grass establishment.

“I was pleasantly surprised and happy with
the results. It is a long process, but I’ve really
enjoyed the experience and it’s satisfying to
see the before and after images of our new
native pasture establishment.”

The outcome

Given the steep slope, contour furrows were made to
protect the seed from washing downhill. This advice
was provided by Andy Cole.
“The seeding was a long process, but I actually really
enjoyed it and found the weighing and measuring of
the seed to be therapeutic,” Janine said.
“It’s one of those things where you struggle to find
a few hours free but once you get stuck in, you’ll
realise it’s worth the time taken.
“The overall aim was to ensure an even distribution.”

Eighteen months post-sowing, the trial site results
have exceeded Janine’s expectations. Grass began
sprouting within six weeks of sowing and there has
been strong germination and establishment since.
While the site now has good cover, there were a few
patches that required reseeding.
Janine will continue to manage weeds at the site –
while Guildford grass has not returned, a number of
other weeds have surfaced.
“We’ve had more germination than I expected given
the challenges of our site,” Janine said.
“I was pleasantly surprised and happy with the
results. It is a long process, but I’ve really enjoyed
the experience and it’s satisfying to see the before
and after images of our new native pasture
establishment.”
Janine looks forward to reopening the paddock for
use in rotational grazing for her horses next year,
after the newly sown patches of grass have seeded.
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